Reynosa

Manufacturing Services

- Fully automated, semi-automated and manual operations
- Precision Injection Molding
- Machine Shop
- Metrology
- Climit chambers
- Low level sound testing
- PCBA

Product examples

- Precision Active Grill Shutter for Mercedes
- Heavy duty/light truck Power fold mirror applications
- Top of the line Glass actuators Small Medium and large

Logistics

- Reynosa, Texas, Michigan & Netherlands

Certifications

- ISO 9001
- TS16949

Site Overview

- Presence: Since 1997
- Headcount: 462 Approx.
- Footprint: 50 K sqft manufacturing space
- Markets served: Automotive
- Site Leader: Patrick Kurth

Flex is the Sketch-to-Scale® solutions provider that designs and builds intelligent products globally. With approximately 200,000 professionals across 30 countries, Flex provides innovative design, engineering, manufacturing, real-time supply chain insight and logistics services to companies of all sizes across industries and markets. For more information, visit flex.com or follow us on Twitter @Flexintl. Flex – Live Smarter™